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INTRODUCTION

In Unit 4 of Block 1 of the present course, you have learnt the concepts of elecrric
field, electrostatic energy and the nature of the electrostatic force. ~ o w & e r ,for
reasons of simplicity we confined our considerations of these concepts for charges
that are placed in vacuum. For example, Coulomb's law of electrostatic force is the
electric field due to a distribution of charges given in Unit 4; refer to the situation in
which the surrounding medium is vacuum. Of equal importance is the situation in
which the electrical phenomenon occurs in the presence of a material medium. Here
we must distinguish between two different situations, as the physics of these
sittiations is completely different. The first situation is when the medium consists of
insulating materials i.e., those materials which do not conduct electricity. The second
situation corresponds to the case when the medium consists of conducting materials,
i.e. materials like metals which are conductor of electricity. The conducting materials
contain electrons which are free to move within the material. These electrons move
under the action of an electric field and constitute current. We shall study conducting
materials and electric fields in conducting mateFials at a later stage.
In the present unit, you will study the electric field in the presence of an insulator. In
these materials there are practically po free electrons or number of such electrons is
so small that the conduction is not possible. In 1837, Faraday experimentally found
that when an insulating material, also called dielectric (such as mica, glass or
polyesain etc.) is introduced between two plates of a capacitor, it is found that the
capacitance is increased by a factor which is greater than one. This factor is known
as dielectric constant (K)of the material. It was also found that tliis capacitance is
independent of the shape and size of the material but it varies from material to
material. In the case of glass, the value of the'dielectric constant is 6, while for water
it is 80. All the electrons in these materials are bound to their respective atoms or
molecules.
When a potential difference is applied to the insulators no electric current flows;
however, the study of their behaviour in the presence of an electric field gives us
very useful information. The choice of a proper dielectric in a capacitor, the
understanding of double refraption in quartz or calcite crystals are based on such
. studies. Natural materials, such as wood, cotton, natural rubber, mica are some

,

Dielectric substances are insulator (or

-

non-conducting) rubaanm~an they do
not dlowr conduction of e l d c i t y
lhrough them.
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popular examples of electric insulators. A large number of varities of plastics are also
good dielectrics.
In this unit first of all we will study a simple model of dielectric material and deduce
a relationship between applied field E qnd the dipole moment p of a mlecule/atom.
You will learn about elecmc polarisation in a dielectric material and define
polarisation vector P. In Unit 2, you have studied Gauss's law in vacuum. You will
now apply it p a dielectric medium. Here we will also introduce you to a new vector
known as the electric displacement vector D. After that we will discuss the continuity
of D and E at the interface between two dielectrics.
In recent years dielectric materials have become important specially due to their large
scale use in electric and electronic devi.ces. There are high demands for the
improvement of operating reliability of these devices. Reliability of these devices is
measured to a great extent by the quality of electrical insulation. In the last section
you will study the dielectric strength and break down in dielectrics.
J

In the next unit you will study about the details of capacitors, specially the
capacitance of a capacitor, energy stored in a capacitor, capacitor with a dielectric
and different forms of the capacitors etc.

Objectives
After going through this unit, you will be able to
B'

explain the behaviour of a dielectric in an electric field,

c

deduce Gauss's law for a dielectric medium,

e

define dielectric polarisation and classify dielectrics as polar and nonpolar,

o

explain Displacement Vector (D) and relate it to the electric field strength (E); . .

e

define dielectric constant,

e

state and derive the boundary conditions on

e

explain dielectric strength and dieIectric breakdown.

5.2

E and D,

SIMPLE MODEL OF THE DIELECTRIC MATERIAL

You must be aware that:
o

every material is made up of a very large number of atoms/molecules,

e

an atom consists of a positively charged nucleus and negatively charged particles,

with electrons revolving around it,
a the total positive charge of the nucleus is balanced by the total negative charge
of the electrons in the atom, so that the atom, as a whole, is electrically neutral
w.r.t. any point present outside the atom,
e a molecule may be constituted by atom of the same kind, or of different kinds.
,4

To understand the poldsatibn we shall consider a crude model of the atom. A
simple crude model of an atom is shown in Fig. 5.1.

Plg. 5,l : Model of an Atom.

The nucleus is ar ihe centre and the various electrons revolving around it can be
thought of as a spherically symmetric cloud of electrons. For points outside the atom
this cloud of electrons can be regarded as concentrated at the centre of the atom as a
point charge.

In most of the atoms and molecules the centres of positive and negative charges
coincide with each other, whereas, in some molecules the centres of the two charges
are located at different points. Such rnolecules are called polar molecules.
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Further, we note that in dielectrics, all the elections are firmly bound to their
respective atoms and are unable to move about freely. In the absence of an electric
field, the charges inside the molecules/atoms occupy their equilibrium positions. The
arrangement of the molecules in a dielectric material is shown in Fig. 5.2.

Flg. 5.2: The arrangement of the atoms In a dldectrlc materlal.

The charge cet?tres are shown coincident at, the centre of the sphere. Koxping this
picture of,a dielectric in mind we shall proceed to study its behaviour in an'electric
field in the next section,

5.3

BEHAVIOUR OF A DIELECTRIC IN AN
ELECTRIC FIELD

You have seen in Section 5.2 that in a dielectric material, the centres of positive and
negative charges of its atoms are found to coincide at the centre of the sphere. It is
shown in Fig. 5,3.

Fig. 53: Atoms In whlch the Fentres of charges are colnddent
wlth the centre of the spheres.

1

i

,In Unit 1, you have studied that a charge experiences a'force in the presence of an
electric field. Therefore when a dielectric material is placed in an electric field, the
positive charge of each atom experiences a force along the direction of the field and
the negative charge in a direction opposite to it. This results in small displacement of
charge centres of the atoms orpolwules, This is also true of molecules whose charge
centres do not coincide in the absence of an electric field. The separation of the
charge centres due to an applied field E is shown in'Fig. 5.4.

Flg. 5.4 : The separation of the chnrge eentrcs duo to an applied fleld E.

Electric dipole moment per unit
volume is known an polarisetion
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This phenomenon is called polarisation. Thus when an electrically neutral molecule
is placed in an electric field, it gets polarised, with positive charges moving towards
one end and negative charges towards the other. The otherwise neutral atom thus
becomes a dipole with a dipole moment, which is proportional to electric field. The
dipole and its dipole moment was discussed in Unit 3.
Now we consider another kind of molecule in which. the charge centres do not
coincide as shown in Fig. 5.5.

Flg. SJ: A dlelectrlc materlal In which'charge centres do not colndde.

Due to this reason the molecule already possesses a dipole moment. Such materials
are called polar materials. For such materials, let the initial orientation of the dipole
axis be AOB as shown in Fig, 5.6.

Fig, 5.6: Mdccule Possessing a dlpole moment.

Now an electric field E is applied, This field pulls the charge centres along lines
parallel to its direction. Thus the electric field exerts a torque on the dipole causing it
to reorient in the direction of the field. Recall our discussion of the torque on a
dipole in Unit 3. In the absence of an electric field these polar materials do not have
any resultant dipole moment, as the dipoles of the different molecules are oriented in
random directions due to thermal agitation. When an electric field is applied, each of
these molecules reorients itself in'the*directionof the field, and a net polarisation of
the material results. The reorientation or polarisation of the medium is not perfect
again due to thermal agitation. Thus polarisation depends both on field (linearly) and
temperature.

SAQ 1

What are dielectrics? In what respects do they differ from conductor?
5.3.1. .Nan-poIar and Polar Molecules

.

These are molecules in which there is
elecidoal neutrality and the cams of
~ ~ s i t and
I v ~neealive chareel lie at
one and the sane point.

-

-

In suchmolecules the charge centres
lie at different points and
consequently there is an inherent
dipole moment associated with the
moIeeuIu.

8

+

We have considered two types of molecules. One in which the centre of positive
charges coincide with the centre of negative charges. The molecule as a whole has no
resuimt charg?. Molecules of this type are called~on-polar.Examples of Non-polar
molecules are &, hydrogen, benzene, carbon, tetrachloride etc. The second type is
the one in which the centre of positive charges and the centre of negative charges do
not coincide. In this case the molecule possesses a permanent dipole moment. This
type of molecule is called a pol& Molecule. ~xamblesof polar-molecules are water,
glass, etc.
Thus we see that, a Non-polar molecule acquires a Dipole ~ o & e n dnly
t in the
presence of an electric field: wheieas in a Polar Molecule the already existink dipole
moment orients itself in the direction of the external electric field. &en in $lax
molecules, there is some induced dipole moment due to additional separation of

charges, however this effect is comparatively much smaller than the ~eorientation
effect and is thus" ignored for polar molecules.

5.12 ~olarisstionVector P
LetFusstudy the effect of an electric field on a dielectric material by keeping a
dielec?ric slab between two parallel plates as shown in Fig. 5.7. The electric field is

Fig. 5.7: Effect of an Electrlc ticlo on n alclecrrlu nlrrwrd'by keeping a dlelcctric slab
between two porallcl plates.

set up by connecting the plates to a battery. We limit our discussion to a
homogeneous and isotropic dielectric. A homogeneous and isotropic dielectric is one
in which the electrical properties are the same at all points in all directions. The
applied electric field displaces the charge centres of the constituent molecules of the
dielectric. The separation of the charge centres are shown in Fig. 5.7. We find that the
negative charges of one molecule faces the positive charges of its neighbour. Thus
within the dielectric body, the charges neutralise. However, the charges appearing on
the sufface of the dielectric are not neutralised. These charges are known as
Polarisation Surface Charges. The entire effect of the polarisation can be accounted
for by the charges which appear on the ends of the specimen. The net surface charge,
however, is bound and depends on the relative displacement of the charges. It is
reasonable to expect that the relative displacement of positive and negative charges is
proportional to the average field E inside the specimen.
'

?heae are the charges that appear on-'
the fape of a dielecvic material
when it is subjected to an external
fleld l h u e charges are fouid on
the faces lhrt are pcrpadicular to
the direction of thc field.

From Fig. 5.7, we find that these polarisation charges appear only on those surfaces of
the dielectric which are perpendicular to the direction of the field. No surface charges
appear on faces parallel to the field. Such a situation occurs only in the special case
of a rectangular block of dielectric kept between the plates of a parallel plate
condenser. It is shown later in this section that surface density of bound charges
depends on the shape of the dielectric material.
The polarisation of the material is quantitati;ely discussed in terms of dipole moment
induced by,the electric field. Recall that the moment of a dipole consisting of charges
q.and q separated by a displacement d is given by P = -qd. It is known from
experiments that the induced dipole moment (p) of the n~oleculeincreases with the
increase in the average field E. We can say that p is proportional to E
or

p = aE

(5.1)

where a is the constant of proportionality known as Molecul~r/AtomicPolarisability.
Let us now define a new vector quantity which we shall represent by P and shall calf
it polarisation Of the dielectric or just poldsation. Polarisation P is defined as the
ele~tricdipole moment per unit volume of the dielectric, It is important to note that '
the term polarisation is used in a general sense to describe what happens in a
dielectric when the dielectric is subjected to an external electric field. It is also used
in this specific sense to denote the dipole moment per unit volume.
Let us first consider a special case of n polarised molecules each with a dipole
moment p present per unit volume of a dielectric and let all the dipole moments be
parallel to each other. Then from the definition of P

. -

P =np
From the above definition, units of P are
Units of P =

Coulomb m
m3

-

C ~ u l ~ m b =,.( m-z
m2
,

It is the ratio of the induced dipole
mmcnt of the molecule to the

applied electric field.
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In g e n d , P is a point function depending upon the coordinates. In such cases,
where the ideal situation mentioned above is not satisfied, we would consider an
infiitesimal volume V throughout which d l the p's can be expected to be parallel
and write the equation '

P = Lim
AV+O

"
inl

v
Pi

(N is the number of dipoles in volume V)

(5.la)

Here V is large compared to the molecular volume but small compared to ordinary
volumes, Thus, although p is a point function, it is a space average of p. The
direction of p will of course, be parallel to the vector sum of the dipole moment of
the m o l e c u l ~within V. In such a case where the p's are not parallel, as in a .
dielectric hat has polar molecules, Eq. (5.la) still holds as the defining equation for p,

SAQ 2
Show that the dipole moment of a molecule p 'md the dipole moment per unit
volume are related by

where n is the number of molecules per unit volume of the dielectric.
To understand the physi~almeaning of P, we consider the special ccas$.of a rectangular
block of a dielectric material of length L and cross-sectional area A. Fig. 5.8 represents
such a block.

,

Fig. $.a: Surface polnrhUon cbuger on a rectangular block of dielectric.

Flg. 5.81: Surfnce pdarlsation charges. AcWol displacement of charge on right la dx cos 0.

.

Let p be the surface density of polarisation charges, viz., the number of charges on a
unit area or eharge/unit area on the surface. The total number of polarisation charges
,
appearing on the surface = Aa
Induced dipole moment = A a L

..

(5-2)

Volume of the slab = AL
By definition dipole moment per unit volume = P
Induced dipole moment = PAL .

....

(5.3)

Now we can compare the magnitudes of Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) to obtain the magnitude
p of the polarisation vector to be

;'P.
=$

(5.4)

,

t

I
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Thus, the surface density of charges appearing on the faces perpendicular to the field
is a measure of P, the polarisation vector. Eq. (5.4) is true for a special geometry
when the dielectric material is a rectangular block. For a block' shown in Fig. 5.8a -the
surface on right is not perpendicular to P. The normal unit vector (a) to the surface
makes an angle 0 with P. If the charges are displaced by a distance dx the effective
displacement is d.x cos0 for the surface on the right. If n is the number of charged
particle and q is 6he charge on each particle, then the surface charge density a is
given by

I

1i

e l Didcarla

where q is the positive charge on each atom/molecule and Pn is the component of P
normal to the surface on the right. This also shows why no charges n p p dn the
surfaces parallel to the applied field (0 = 90') and on the left side of the block the
angle between P and n, unit vector normal to the surface is 180" the surface charge
density is negative.
For an ideal, homogeneous and isotropic dielectric, the polarisation P is proportional
to the average field E, i.e.,

Where x = P / E E~ and is known as electrical susceptibility. This relation is related to
Eq. (5.1), Eq. (5.1) refers to one molecule, whereas Eq. (5.6) refers to the material.
Thus the latter is a macroscopic version of Eq. (5.1). The constant E, is included for
the purpose of simplifying the later relationships.
The relation (5.6) requires that P is linearly related to the average (microscopic) field.
This average field would be the external applied field as modified by the polarisation
surface charges. The susceptibility is a characteristic of lhc material and gives the
measure of the ease with which it can be polarised, it is simply related to a for the
nonpolar materials.

F m SAQI p = np using Bq. ( 5 4 ,
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5.4 GAUSS9 LAW IN A DIELECTRIC.
In Unit 2, you have studied Gauss law in vacuum. Here, we shall modify and
generalise it for dielectric material. Consider two metallic plate as shown in Fig. 5.9.
Let E, be the electric field between these two plates. Now, we introduce a dielectric
material between these two plates. When he dielectric is introduced, there is a
reduction in the electric field, which implies a reduction in the charge per unit area,
since, no chiyge has leaked off from the plates, such a reduction can be only due to
the induced charge appearing on the two surfaces of the dielectric. Due to this reason,
the dielectric surface adjacent to the positive plate must have an induced negalive
charge, and the surface adjacent to the negative plate must have an induced positive
charge of equal magnitude. It is shown in Fig, 5.9.
I

Fig. 5.9 : Induced charges od the faces of a dielectric In an external ffeld.
'

For the sake of simplicity, you consider the charge on the surface of dielectric
material as shown in Fig. 5.9a. Now we apply Gauss' flux theorem to a region which
is wholly within the dielectric such as the Gaussian volume at region 1 of Fig. 5.9a.

1i
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1

Fig. 5.9a: Gaussian volumcs at 1 and 2 Inslde a dlelectrfc. Tbe displacement of charges Bt the
rmrfaces perpendicular to the applied fleld are shown

The net charge inside this volume is zero even though this material is polarised. The
positive charges and negative charges are euqal. For this volume the flux of field
through rhe surface is zero. We can wiite

E.dS '= 'I E,
surface at 1 '1

x

P.dS = 0

This shows that "lines" of P are just like lines of E except for a constant (E, ).
Instead of this Gaussian volume suppose we take another one at region 2. In this
Gaussion volume one su~faceis inside the dielectric and the other is outside it, The.
curved surface is parallel to the lines of field (E or P). For the surfwe of this
Gaussian volume outside the material P is nonexistent. However, lines of P must
terminate inside the Gaussian volume. Hence the net flux of P is finite and negative
as shown h Fig.5.9a since the component of P normal to the surfack, i,e. PnSando
the surface charge density are equal to each other in magnitude, the surface integrd

--

- qp.

Where % is the charge inside the Gaussian volume. Thus the flux of P is equal to
the negatlve of the charge included in the Gaussian volume., Notice the difference in
the flux of P and flux of E. .

Note : See Kip's book for a good account of the generalised Gauss' Law.
Now we can generaiise Gauss' flux theorem. Since the effects of polarised matter can
be accounted for by the polarisation surface charges, the electric field in any region
can be related to the sum of both free and polarisation charges. Thus in general

I E . d s =-1eo (q/

t

q,)

closed surface

where qf represents free charges and q, the polarisation charges.
SAQ 3
I
Two parallel plates of area of a cross section of 100m2are<givenequal and opposite .
charge of 1.0 x
C.,The space between the plates is filled with a dielectric
/ m is. the
material, and the electric field wilhin the dielectric is 3.3 x ~ o ~ ~What
dielectric constant of the'dielectricand the surface charge density on the plate?

Using Gauss' theorem for vectors this surface integral can be converted into a
volume integral. Thus h e above equation becomes

v

-

12

(V.E)dV = -1 (p,t pf) dV
Eo

(5.10)
,

.

where pf and pp are repectively the free and bound charge densities. As this is true
for any volume, the integrands can be equated. Thus
<

E

V.E= pf + pp

(5.11)

The flux of p through the closed surface is given by (See equation 5.8)

which can-'be written using Gauss' flux theorem

v. P = pp
E, V. E = p, -

;.

V. P

co V. E + V. p = pf

V. (cOE + P) V = pf

V. D = p,
where

D = e0 E + P

is known as electic displacement vector.
'

(Note that 5.12 is already Gauss's Law.)

SAQ 4
Show that Eq.(5.12) reduces to Eq.(5.11) when P = 0.
The dimension of D is the same asthat of P.
The units of D are C . m-2.
From Eqs. (5.12) and (5.10) we observe that the source of D is the free charge
density p,, whereas the source of E is the total charge density pf + pp .
When we write P = q, Eo (see Eq. 5.5)
We have

D = (1 + 2 ) eO E

Where E, = (1 + X ) is known as' the relative permittivity. Another usual form of
elecaic displacement vector D is given by

D= eE
where

'

(5.14)

e = E,E,

Eq. (5.14) provides the relation between Electric displacement D and electric field E

SAQ 5
Consider two rectangular plates of area of a cross section of 6.45 x
m2 each are
kept parallel to each other. The sepaiation between, them is 2 x 109m, and a voltage
of 10V is applied across these plates. If material of dielectric constant 6.0 is
inlroduced within the region between the two plates, calculate:

a

1)

Capacitance

2)
3)

The magnitude of the charge stored on each plate.
The dielectric displacement D

Macrd.scopic Properties
of Dielertrics
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5.5 DISPLACEMENT VECTOR D

'

In Section 5.4, we introduced a new vector D and called it Disglacenlent Vecto~(or)
Electric Dhglacement. .
We found (see Sec. 5.4) that the electric displacement is defined by D = &o E + P;
Gauss' law iq dielectric is given by D . dS = q#V. For
isolated charge q, kept at
the centre of a dielectric sphere of radius r, we find that the Gauss' flux theorem
gives (being a case of spherical summetry)

It is one of the basic vectors for m
elocuic
lhm dcpen& only On
magnltuda of free charge md its
distribution.

which gives

:.

D n e E we get E = qrj416 e r2

(5.16)

From (5.16) it follows that the force F, between two charges q,, and q2, kept at a
distance r in a dielectric medium is given by

+

and the exptessian for the potential st a'distance r from q is

When we compare Eq,5.16 with the corresponding expression for E in free space,

4.5.17 and 5.18 shows sirnilu expressions for Coulomb force and potentials (see
Unit 3). We may find that in d l these expressions, q, has been replaced by e i? a
dielectric medium.
SAQ 6
1

Two farge metal plates each of 8n-a1 sq. metre face each other at a distance.(One
metre apart they carry equal and opposite charge on their surface.) If the electric
intensity betwesn the plates is 50 newton per coulomb, calculate the charge on the
plates.

With this background, we may wrongly conclude that D for a dielectric medium is
same as E for free space. It is therefore important to clearly distinguish between
these two vector quantities:

,

E is defined as the force acting on

e

unit charge, irrespective of whether a
dielecvic medium is present or not. It is to be calculated taking into account the
free or external charges as well as the induced charges of the medium. On the
other hand P is defined by Eq. (5.10), viz., D = e,, E + P, and it is a vector like
electric field, but is determined only by free or external charges. Note from Eqs,
(5.15) and (5.16) that the value of D does not depend upon the dielectric
constant while the value of E as well as the force between the charges involve e,

r

The quantity

\

.

D dS in usuall$ referred to as the electric flux through ihe

elemcgll,of area dS. For this reason D is also known as electric flux density.
From g ~ eintegral form of Gauss' law in dielectrics, we find that the total flux is
q, through an aiea surrounding a charge q, and this flux is unaltered by the
presence of a dielectric medium. This is not rrpe in the case of total flux of

electric intensity, since

J E . dS = (q/e)
5

*
14

Since P is a vector, we may draw lines of displacement in the same way as we
the lines of force. The number of lines of displacement passing through

draw

I

I
!
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unit area is proportional to (D). These lines of disp:;;ement hgin and end only
on free charges, since the origin of D is the conduction charges/charge density
(see Section 5.4).

Again by using Gauss' law it can be shown easily that the lines of displacement are
continuous in space containing no free charges. In other words, at the boundary of
two dielectrics, if there are no free lines of charges D are continuous, while the lines
of E are not continuous because lines of electric force can end on both free and
polarisation charges. This behaviour of D and E is dealt with in greater detail in the
next section. These rules are contained in two Boundary Cond,itions at the interface
between two dielectxic media.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON D AND

5.6

E

We wish to determine the relationships that E and D must satisfy at the interface
between two dielectrics, Here, we will assume that lhcre are only polarisation charges
at the interface i.e., since the dielectrics are ideal they have no free electrons, and thus
there is no conduction charge at the interface. Laler, these boundary conditions will be
useful for proving laws of reflection and refraction of elec~romagneticwaves. Now we
will determine the boundary condition for vector D. .

Boundary Condition for D:
We apply the Gauss' law for dielectrics to a small cylinder in the shape of g pill box
which intersects fhe boundary between two diclecuic media and whose axis is normal .
to the boundary.
Fig. ,5.10shows the cylinder, let the height of Ihe pill box be very small compared to
its cross sectianal area. The contribution to D.dS comes from Ihc components of D
normal to the boundary. That is

~ o u n & rconditions
~
give the way in
which the basic vector8 -hange when
rhey are incident on the surfaee of
discontinuity in dielectric behaviour.
'

I

D.dS = D.n d where n is the unit
vector along the outward drawn normal
to the area dS. This representa~ion
gives the bolrnllary condition as

which gives Eq. (5.20). Otherwise the
boundary condi~ionsbecomes

where 8, and 0, arc?the angles between n
and I), and n, nnd D, rcspectivcly.

Flg. 5.10: Boundary coldition for D bctwcon two diclcclrlc nlcdin.

where D,,,
Dn2 are the normal cpmponents of D in media 1 and 2 respectively.

D,,is opposite to the direction of the normal to dS in the medium (el)
D.dS = 0 since there are no frce charges on the boundary surface,
\.

.

"'.Pal= Dn2

(5.20)

Thus the normal components of electrical displacement vectors arc continuous across
the boundary (having no free charges).

Boundary condition for E
We shdl make use of the.conservativc nature of the electric field in this case. To
otjlain the boundary condition for P, we calculate the workdone in taking a unit
cdarge around a rectangular loop ABCDA, Fig. 5.11 shows such a loop. The sides BC

Electrostatics In Medium

and AC of the loop are very small. As the work done in taking a unit charge round a
closed path is zero (conservative force)
(5.21)
ABCDA

Pig. 5.11 : Boundary condition for E betwwn two dielectric medin.

Let Ell and E , be the tangential components of E in the media 1 and 2 respectively
as shown in Fig. 5.11. Then

I

E.dl

= I~tldl J~12dl
AB

ABCDA

CD

= Etl 1 - Et2 1
4.

where I = AB = CD.
Using Eq. 5.21 in Eq. 5.22 we get

Eq. 5.23 states that tangential component of electric:field is continuous along the
boundary. Note ,that to calculate work done, we need force which is related to the
'electic field.
The boundary condition contained in Eq. (5.23) may be written in the vector form as

where El,E, are the corresponding electric fields and n is the unit vector normal to
the boundary.
SAQ7

.

Prove Eq. 5.23a using equation 5.23, Using the vector identity.

f E . dl =

( V x E ) . n dS =

-1 V(n

>: E ) dS

SUlface

Note on Eq. 5.23a

We write Eq. (5.23a) as
E,sin 9, = E,sin 8,
where O1 and 8, are angles between n and E, and n and E, respectively in the media
1 and 2.

This is yet another form of thz boundary condition. We write Eq. 5.23b as
sin 0,
€1

.

D, sin 0,
Dz sin 0,

=

D2 sin e2
.
€2

-- €1
€2

Eq. (5.23~)implies that the tangential component of D is not continuous across the
boundary.
SAQ 8

Show that the normal component of E is discontinous across a dielectric boundary.

5.7

DEEECTRIC STRENGTH AND BREAKDOWN

We have seen that under the influence of an external electric field, polarisation results
due to displacement of the charge cenues. In our discussion, we have treated the
phenomenon as an elastic process. A question that arises in our minds is, "what would
happen if the applied field is increased considerably? One thing that is certain is that
the charge centres will experience a considerable pulling force. If the pulling force is
less than the binding force between the chage centres, the material will retain the
dielectric property and on removing the field the charge centres will return to their
equilibrium positions. If the pulling force just balances the binding force, the charges
will just be able to overcome the strain of the separation and any slight imbalance
will loosen the bonds between the electrons and the nucleus, A further increase of the
applied field will result in the separation of the charges. Once this happens the
electrons will be accelerated. The fast moving electrons will collide with the other
atoms and multiply in number. This will result in the flow of conduction current. The
minium potential that causes the charge separation'is known as the BREAKDOWN
POTENTIAL and the process is known as the DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN.
Breakdown potential varies from substance to substance. It also depends on the
thickness of the dielectric (thickness measured along the direction of the field). The
field strength at which khe dielectric is about to break down is known as the
Dielectric Strength. It is measured in kilo voltas per metre. Knowledge of the
breakdown potential is very important for practical situations, as in the use of ,
capacitors in electrical circuits.

5.8 SUMMARY
0

When an electric field is applied to an insulating material, it gets polarised. This
means that a dipole'moment is created in the material. This dipole moment is also
exhibited as a surface charge density.

e

Electric dipole moment per unit volume is known as polarisation.

e

At atomic level polarisation of the medium takes place in two ways, as there are
two kinds of molecules polgr and nonpolar. In nonpolar molecules the cehtres of
positive and negative charges lie at one point and their inherent dipole moment is

zero.
9

In polar molecules the positive and negative charge cenues lie at different points
and consequently there is an inherent dipole moment associated with the
molecules, though the net charge of the molecule is zero.
For a dielectric medium, it is convenient to introduce another vector related to E
and P. This is called the displacement vector D defined in

D=%E+P
0

For the analysis of dielectric behaviour, the relation between the polarisation
vector P and the total electric field E is important. For an ideal, homogeneous
and isotropic dielectric, the relation is expressed as

The constant X , is known as the electric susceptibility of the medium.

When a dielectric is subjeded to a
gradually incmeaing c l e c ~ i cpotential
a aragc will reach when the electron
of the constituent molecule is tom
away from the nucleus. Now the
dielectric breakadown, viz., loses its
dielectric properties, and begins to
conduct electricity.
It is the applied poteqtial differcnce
per unit thickness of the dielectric
when the dielectric just breaksdown.

Electrostatics in Medium

e

The constant a, cotresponding to the susceptibility x,, is known as the atomic (or
molecular) polarisability when we consider the polarisation of a single atom (or
molecule.

e

In a polarised piece of a dielectric, volume charge density pp(= -div P ) and
surface charge density 6, are given by P . n or P,.
The presence of dielectric leads to the modification of the Gauss' law. It's
modification is

e,
,

where q is the total unit free or external charge
or div D = p
where D, depends only on the magnitude of free charge and distribution.
e

e .

The general relation between the vectors D, E and P can be used to define the
dielectric constant K and permittivity E,, of dielectric medium. Using the
permitivity E, the relation between D, P and E can be expressed in the lir~ear
form

The vectors E and D satisfy certain boundary conditions on the interface between
two dielectric media. These conditions are:
i.

the tangenrial component of E is the same on each side of the boundary, i.e.,
E,, = E, and

ii. the ilormal component of D is same on each side of the bouqdary, i.e.,
Dnl = En2
Dielecuic strength is the applied potential difference per unit thickness of the
dielectric when Lhe dielectric just breaks down.

5.8 TERMINAL QUESTIQNS
1) Calculate the relative displacement of the nucleus of the molecule, modelled in
Fig. 5 1 2 (spherically symmetric molecule) when it is subjected to an external
electric field and hence its polarisability.
2 ) Suppose two metallic conducting plates are kept as shown in Fig. 5.13.

Fig. 5.124

Rg. 5.12: Model of atom.

The area of cross section of each plate is 2.0 m2 and are separated
apart, The
potential dirference between them in vacuum, vo is 3000 volts, and it decreases to

I

Macroseopk Properties
of' Dldmtrles

1009 volts when a sheet of dielectric 1 crn thick is inserted between the plates.
Calculate the followings:

a) The relative permittivity K of the dielectric
b) its permittivity, E,
c) its susce.ptibility

x

d) the electric intensity between the plates in vacuum (here it is gi"een that
Intensity = Voltage across the plate/Area of Cross section
e) the resultant elektric itensity in the dielectric
f ) the electric itensity set up by the bounded charges

a) Two conducting plates

(b) Two conducting plates

without dielectric

with dielectirc

Pig. 5.13: Two metnllic conducting plates (n) and (b) with dlelcctric mabrinl.

3) Consider two isotropic dielectric medium I and 2 separated by a charge free

Fig; 5.w Line of force ncross the houndnry between two dldcctrics.

Now, a electric vector E, goes from medium 1 and entres into the medium 2. If i is
the angle of incidence and r is the angle of rellcction, prove that
=tan i
tan r

'El
E2

4) Show that the polarisation Charge dcnsity at ~ h cinterface bciween two dielectrics
is.

"-.-

5.9 SOLUTIONS & ANSWERS
SAQs
SAQ 1) Please see tcxt.

S.4Q 2) The dipole moment per molecule
Thc numbcr of rnolcculcs pcr unit volumc

= P,
=n

19

From vector analysis we have

I (VxE).

E . dl=

ndS

=

-I V . ( n x ' E ) d S

surface

For

IV. (nas

x E) dS to be zero, the integrand V .(n x E) has to be to zero.

Again, in much asV.(n x E) represents a space derivative operation we can set
(n x E) to be either a constant or zero. If we set n x E = 0 then a trivial result
foIIows, So it is better to choose

n x E = a constant
Applying this to Fig. 5.11, we get

which is Eq.(5.23a).

SAQ 8)

he integral from of Gauss' law in dielectrics is
total free

I D.dS = charge

enclosed

SU~~WC

(Refer to the Pig. 10).

.

.

(n D,,,- n ?,,)ds = o+fi
where a, is the surface charge density on the interface between the dielectrics
and n the unit vector along the outward drawn normal to the surface Dd, are
the normal components of displacement vectors in media 2 and 1 respectively.
when a = 0, we get n

. D,, = n . D,

Now D,,,= el En,and D, = ~2 En2

Thus we f i d that the normal component of E is discountinuous.

Answers
1) Let the applied electric field be E, the relative displacement of the necleus be x,
the radius of the electron cbud be R and the charge of the nucleus be q. The
electron cloud is equivalent to a uniform sphere of charge with the charge density

given by

The density of this charge =

-4
(4 1 3 ) z R 2

the total charge of the electron .cloud = +

we find the field at a distance x from the centre of the sphere using Gauss' law
(see Unit 2). This gives

Force on the nucleus, F = qE2, when it is displaced by an amount x. (F is the
coulomb restoring force on the necleus). Now

External force on the nucleus = E q
This balances the coulomb restoring force

:.

E q = -F

or

and

41c€$'

E
4
Resulting dipole moment per molecule

x=

The dipole moment is proportional to

.

The molecular polarisability (a) = 4 ~ a $ ~
2) a) The dielectric constant K is given by

The bound charges of the dielecuic set up which opposes the electric field so due
to the plate charges. The new field E is the resdtant of the two

=2x 105~~1
3) The tangential component of E at the boundary is continuous. 'Thus E, sill i = E2 sin r.

The normal component of D is continuous. Here we will use D =
E~ B1 cos i

.
"

or

E and write

= c2E2cos r

tan i
-=-

tan r

=tan i
tan r

El
-

E,

E

€2

Ez

4) The polarisation charges appear on the surfaces of the dielectric, perpendicular to
the direction of the electric field. We wfite Eq. (5,4), viz., a, = P in the vector
form as

where n is the unit vector normal to the face on which polarisation charges
appear and P the Polarisation vector. Let Pl and P, be the polarisation vector in
the two media. At the interface between the two dielectrics, the surface density of
polarisation charg o,is

From the Boundary condition for D we have

:a

P , = E ~ E ~ - aDn d~P 2 = e o E 2 - D 2

using (iv) in (i) we get

%'= n . ( EEz~ - D2) - (qEl -Dl)

. E,- n . El) in view of (ii)
= E, ( ~ ~ 1n%, El - n . E,) = E, (el/%

= e0 (n
6

.

= e, [(el - %)/%I n E

- 1)

.

n El

